FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

African American Male introduces a new educational book and teaching
Model aimed at Preschoolers

MILWAUKEE, WI – With a fresh perspective in preschool education in mind a young talented
African American illustrator has created a cartoon character that deals with real life situations
involving many of today’s young urban preschoolers.
Terry Moman has created Poody Pals, as a series of short educational – entertainment story lines
designed to engage and enlighten young minds with fun adventures as well as how to deal with a
variety of concerns from non traditional issues such as single parenting, safety concerns,
personal hygiene to the basics such as manners, and more.
Moman a resident of Milwaukee, Wisconsin has been writing and illustrating since he was in
grade school. Being a young African American father of one, Terry has experienced first hand,
how the educational system has failed our youth. It is of his opinion that many of these failures
begin at home and at the preschool levels where attention to the issues that effect today’s
preschools are rarely focused upon.
The lead character Poody the Bobkat is 5 years old, and the leader of the Poody Pals. Poody is a
fast-talking and moving character. Poody's mission is to educate all kids around the world. Poody
and his friends “Toby the Turtle” and “Slick go from day care to day care educating kids.
Moman’s vision is to establish "Poody-Time” as a dedicated part of the day care curriculum that
will feature educational reading, discussion and coloring period for children and care-givers.
Poody and his Pals will become a valuable aid designed to help young children develop excellent
reasoning and choice skills.
“Welcome to Day Care” the first independent publication introducing Poody Pals This book
focuses on Toby the Turtles' first day at daycare and Toby's first day away from his parents.
There Toby meets his first friend and teacher. This book is geared to helping toddlers and
preschool kids deal with their first encounters of daycare and school. “Welcome to Day Care “is
now available on Amazon.com and the official Poody Pal Website – www.Poodypals.com for only
$7.99 plus Shipping and Handling.
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